INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
DEPO FEED CHUTE

DEPO FEED CHUTE
Component parts
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
14.
15.
16.
16.
17.
17.
18.

Part. no.
1498
8143
1433
1365
1439
8189
1117
1428
1413
1419
1410
1411
1421
1488
1519
1499
1526
1527
1500
1520
1501

Designation
Plastic covered coil spring Depo D53
Screw T6SS M6 x 20
Shaft adjuster Depo
Shaft
Hook to coil spring
Lock nut Nyloc M6 FZB
Flange bearing to pellet auger
Motor to screw 25 W 180:1
Guide Depo connection
Feed box Depo cover
Feed chute Depo
Feed box Depo back/ bottom
Feed box Depo front
Side outlet with hole 90˚, Ø90
Side outlet with hole 90˚, Ø75
Feed box Depo side without hole
Feed box Depo side with hole Ø90
Feed box Depo side with hole Ø75
Side outlet with hole 45/45, Ø90
Side outlet with hole 45/45, Ø75
Side outlet vacuum
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Other
Part. no.
8184
8148
8183
2432
1505

Designation
Screw M6S M6 x 20 FZB
Nut M6M M6 FZB
Screw RXS 3.5 x 9.5 FZB
Joint sleeve 63 mm
Rubber sleeve Feedo
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DEPO FEED CHUTE
NOTE:

General

Figures 1-14 show a 1822 mm wide store.
Number of noggins and their lengths must be adjusted for the
relevant width.
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In order to construct a store, joists (45 x 95) and panels are required.
Cut the vertical joists to the same length as the ceiling height minus
2 x the thickness of the joists. Cut the joists that carry the angled surface
45 degrees, the length is dependent on the store width.
Two noggins lengths, 555 and 532, are required for the vertical joists.
Cut the joists placed as crossties and wales as long as possible.
Purchase 12 x 2400 x 1200 panels. If you can plan the width of your
store, you do not need to cut the longitudinal panels.

110

joint sleeve
555

NOTE!
532

Feed chutes must be turned
to the correct direction, see
figure 8.

Position the bottom section and add 110 mm to each short end where walls are to be built.
Measure out and mark the external dimensions on the store. Measure the diagonals I and II
as well as the surrounding corners. Tap the joint sleeve into the bottom section
as illustrated. NOTE! Not the motor end.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE

3

2

Wale
Ceiling height - 2 x the
thickness of the joists

Ceiling height - 2 x the
thickness of the joists

Crosstie

Feed box

End panels

Secure the joists in the ceiling and floor where the walls are to be
installed. Leave a hatch in the crosstie for the feed box and end panels.
NOTE! Apply sealant between the wale joint and ceiling.

Start with the vertical joists from the wall.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE

5

4

532

532

555
555

Start with the 532 mm long noggin and secure the next vertical joist.

Now repeat step 4 but with joist 555 instead of joist 532.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE

7

6

Insert the bottom sections and assemble them with M6 screws and nuts.
Install the plates on the end, mark up and drill following the two lower Ø6 mm holes.
Fit feed box in line with the holes, mark and cut a hole in the storage according to the
feed box Depo back/bottom (12).

Install the vertical joists in the long side according to step 5.
Use joist 532 again for the last joist to obtain c/c 600.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE

9

8

Coil spring’s
direction of rotation

Bottom section seen from the motor side.
Note that it must not be installed the other way!
When the angled joists and the bottom panels have been installed, the panels must be
installed with a 30 - 60 mm overlap over the edge on the bottom section as illustrated.
Secure the panels in the bottom panel by pre-drilling and screwing with the installation
screws. See arrow above.

Cut the angled joists to the correct length and secure. Place them in the
bottom section in the wall. If there are 2 long sides, install the panels on
these before installing the angled joists.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE

11

10

Install the panels on the joists and secure then with c/c 200 screws.

Secure the panels on the long side as high up as possible. Make a hole for a hatch.
NOTE! The hatch must be lockable. (In order to show the continuation of the
installation, the next two figures are shown without these panels.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE

13

12

Continue with the other side’s bottom joists. See image 8 and 9.

Install the panels on the joists. See figure 10.
NOTE! Seal all joints from the inside with sealant.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE
10

9

14

7a

10

Dismantle the two lock screws
from the flange bearing (9). Install
the shaft (7a), shaft adjuster (7b),
flange bearing (9) and stop screw
(10) according to the figure to
the left.

7b

9
6

7a

1

Thread the stop screw (10) in the bearing (9) and
allow it to protrude into the access hole on the shaft
(7a). Slide the coil spring on (1) edge to edge with
the adjuster (7b). Secure the coil spring with the
throat screw (6) and nut (5).

5
10
8

Cut the coil spring to the same length as the internal dimension on the store.
Insert the coil spring, install the shaft (see next page) and then the feed box with
2 x M6 with nuts. Install the blower pipe and air vent (should be at least Ø 200 mm).
The air vent must be installed so that pellets cannot block it before the store is full.
A rubber cloth must be installed as damping approximately 150 mm from the corresponding
store wall. Cut out the safety sign and place it adjacent to the manhole.
Ensure that the sign is visible when the hatch is open.

Secure the bearing (9) in the bracket
plate with the supplied M8 screw
and nut.

Slide the motor (8) into the bracket’s square hole
and secure it in the shaft with the stop screw (10).
The screw’s milled end must engage in the motor
shaft’s wedge.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE
Auger transporter
150 mm

The outlet section on Depo is designed for
Ariterm’s auger transporter, Feedo, and
also Ariterm’s 1.7 and 2.3 m standard augers.
When Feedo is connected to Depo, it must begin
with a straight pipe at a 45˚ angle.
Carry out as follows:
Saw a 150 mm long bevel down to
half the pipe diameter. (See image).

1/2
Install the side plate with the oval hole on the side that the auger transporter is to be
connected to. If you wish to install the transporter straight forward, part no. 1526 or
1527 must be used. If you wish to
install the transporter 45° forward, part no.
1500 or 1520 must be used and then the
bottom plate must be bowed to give the
transporter space. Slide in the pipe.
Now construct the remaining Feedo
components according to the Feedo manual.
When the vacuum system is to be
connected, use 2 x part no. 1501
(Side outlet vacuum).

Sensor
Install the sensor in one of the holes as illustrated. To determine which hole should be
used, carry out the following:
Fill the bottom section of the hopper with pellets. Connect the motor to the cable with
corresponding apparatus socket and the box’s plug to an earthed 230V socket. The motor
now runs until the sensor is affected or 60 minutes has passed. (In the event of a fault, for
safety reasons the motor only runs for 60 minutes. Reset the function alarm by pulling the
plug from the wall socket, waiting a few seconds and then reinserting it.
Stop the bottom auger by pulling out the plug when the pellet level has reached the centre
of the shaft.
Start the burner’s pellet transporter and see where the fuel sinks first. Place the sensor in the
hole nearest that position. Adjust the sensor height so that the pellet level is maintained at
the height of the shaft centre. Screw the junction box in a suitable place above the outlet
box.

45 °

art.no. 1500

End with feed box seen from above.
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DEPO FEED CHUTE
Guidelines for storing pellets
The ultimate responsibility for the function and safety of the installation lies with the owner
of the installation. It is therefore important to read through and follow the guidelines in this
document. It has significance for safety, both that of the person carrying out maintenance
and of the person delivering the pellets. In addition, a correctly constructed hopper is a
condition of any approved claims. This information must not be regarded as building
instructions but only as tips and advice.

Hopper general
A hopper must protect the pellets from damp, be well ventilated and the venting should
be sufficient. Manhole and inspection hatches should be installed so that the hopper can be
entered easily in order to check the levels. A professional builder can give advice regarding
material selection and the dimensioning of joists, sheets etc.
Check any fire safety requirements regarding required thickness of mineral insulation and
plaster. Any electrical installations in the hopper must be carried out by an authorised
electrician and meet applicable norms and requirements for Machine and ATEX directives.
If work must be carried out inside the hopper, please refer to the special section
regarding safety.

Venting pipe
When filling the hopper with pellets from a bulk transporter truck, the excess air must
flow out through the venting pipe. Venting pipe of at least 200 mm diameter alternatively
2x160 mm. This corresponds to at least 3 dm2. The vent should be connected to the top
of the hopper alternatively at least 50 mm above the height of the blower pipe.
A correctly installed and dimensioned vent is necessary with regard to the load that the
hopper is subjected to during filling/delivery, and any after blowing with air only.
The dust seal on the hopper is also much better with a good vent.

Ventilation
Ensure that the hopper has good ventilation. If your pellet hopper is in close proximity to
living space, ensure that the hopper is ventilated so that the air does not pass through the
living space in order to prevent any irritating air from the pellets. Ventilation can be through
the vent pipe. If normal draft control does not work, it can be relieved with a fan approved
for the purpose, which can be used when necessary.

Seal
For a dust free environment in proximity to the hopper it should be sealed. Seal using silicone or
similar. A professional builder can give advice regarding material selection for sealing between
joists, ceiling, walls, floor and lead-Ins and inspection hatches and sight glasses.

Safety
As far as possible cleaning work should be carried out from outside through the manhole.
Wood can sometimes oxidise, that is the substance of the tree can break down and consume
oxygen. Carbon monoxide can then be created. Carbon monoxide is a colourless and odourless gas that is extremely toxic. Some hoppers, particularly home-made hoppers, are designed
so that it is sometimes necessary to enter the hopper. When this happens ensure that the
hopper is properly ventilated. Take great care to switch off all moving machine components
such as augers etc. Solo work is not recommended when working in a hopper.

The safety sign must be located on the hopper to the side of the manhole.
Ensure that the sign is visible when the hatch is open.
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• For optimum function – read the delivery
instructions carefully.

• Prepare the hopper before delivery, by
removing any swarf, ensuring that the vent
is clear and that inspection hatches are closed.

• Naked ﬂame and sparks are prohibited near
the hopper.

• Ensure that children cannot enter the hopper.

• Entering an unventilated hopper is hazardous
to life.

• Ventilate the hopper well prior to entry and
switch off moving parts such as the pellet augur.

PELLET HOPPER
– CARE RECOMMENDATIONS

DEPO FEED CHUTE

Safety sign

The adjacent sign must be cut out and placed close to the manhole for the pellet hopper.
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If these instructions are not followed at installation, operation and maintenance,
Ariterm Sweden AB’s applicable warranties are not binding.
Ariterm reserves the right to make changes to components and specifications without
prior notice.

Ariterm Sweden AB
Flottiljvägen 15, SE-392 41 Kalmar
www.ariterm.se

